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Purpose

Context

Working and leading today requires new approaches to
harness the skills and capacity to collectively address the
complex issues we face, when our systems are often set
up in ways that reinforce silo-thinking and action. This
was recognised in the National Performance Framework
and Christie Commission report which form the roots and
direction of all our work.

Over this sixteen month period, the work of Collective
Leadership for Scotland has grown, reaching over 6,000
participants over this time. We have continued to run
and increase the number of projects, workshops, events
and learning festivals that we offer, and strengthened
our involvement across all public services. This has
enabled us to continue to support public service
leaders to take whole systems approaches to tackling
systematic issues.

Our second progress report was due in March 2020.
However, since March 2020 we, like the rest of the country,
rapidly found ourselves working in different spaces and with
changing priorities as a result of the pandemic. Learning
to work when the situation is unknown while connecting
and supporting each other became more important than
ever. As the unprecedented events with COVID have
significantly changed how and what we offer now and for
the foreseeable future, it would feel wrong not to include
the period up to summer 2020 in this report. Experience
over this time has also reinforced more strongly than ever
before the desperate need for Collective Leadership and
the fundamental difference it can make.
Therefore, the purpose of this document is to review the
progress Collective Leadership for Scotland has made
between April 2019 and July 2020.

This work is led by a small team within the Scottish
Government, seeking to develop leadership practice
across public service to make progress on complex,
societal issues by working collectively in pursuit of
shared outcomes. Over time, understanding of what
Collective Leadership means has been refined to the
following five components:
Practices that support self-reflection – pausing,
journaling
Understanding complexity – systems leadership,
wicked issues
Curiosity and inquiring stance
Relational – listening, asking “good” questions,
building relationships, surfacing diversity
Working more comfortably with emergence – not
knowing, taking action in uncertainty.
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The Collective Leadership for Scotland Team is based
within the Local Government and Communities Directorate
in Scottish Government. Our annual Staffing Budget for
2019/20 was £414k and our annual Programme Budget
was £112k. We operate in close partnership with colleagues
across many sectors in public services and have a Strategic
Steering Group which meets three times a year.
Through last year we redeveloped the Collective Leadership
for Scotland Strategy with partners, illustrating a clear
context and purpose for our work, aligned with the National
Outcomes for Scotland. This report highlights some of our
work under each strategic theme:

Building our Capacity for Collective Leadership
Worked intensively with over 80 leaders on our sites
and directly with a further 250 leaders looking to make
progress on complex, societal issues including tackling
sectarianism and Getting it Right For Every Child.
Developed strategic partnerships, including the
Whole Systems Collaborative for Public Health, multipartner Strategic Leadership Command work with
the Emergency Services, work on social change and
development work arising from the Hard Edges Report
on Severe and Multiple Disadvantage.
Delivered the highly regarded residential Facilitation
Development Programme to 26 participants to enable
more people in public service to facilitate more complex
and difficult work with teams and groups.
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In response to a need identified by strategic partners
we developed and delivered a new ‘Hosting Good
Conversations’ Programme four times, to over 70
participants across public service and civic society.
Delivered a series of Collective Leadership
Masterclasses and practice sessions in Scottish
Government in partnership with Allison Trimble from the
Kings Fund to around 200 participants.
Deepened and expanded our work with Margaret
Wheatley as one of our key learning partners, working
with Health Improvement Scotland to co-fund a
Perseverance workshop with 130 leaders. This was
followed up with a week-long, intensive Life Affirming
Leadership Programme with 30 leaders.
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Sparking Creativity and Innovation
Fire Starter Festival in January and February 2020
engaged with 3,750 participants in a diverse array of 110
events across Scotland and in Wales.
Co-creation with partners of a new online learning
festival on “Creative Bravery” in response to the
cancellation of Education Scotland’s Scottish Learning
Festival.

Working out Loud and Sharing our Story
Using storytelling techniques and action inquiry in
different ways to experiment with learning and sharing
the impact of our work. This has included presenting at
events such as the Five Nations Collective Leadership
Community of Practice in London in January 2020 and
co-writing published materials.
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Growing our Ability to Work in Complex Systems
As our direct response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
designed, developed and delivered our ‘One Thing at a
Time’ programme, attracting almost 1000 participants,
spread across 56 countries. Our expanded web-based
presence, resources and range of events led to the
biggest increase in engagement that we have seen
across Workforce Scotland and Collective Leadership
for Scotland’s history.
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Connecting the System to More of Itself
As we, as a Collective Leadership for Scotland
team, look now to 2021, it is clear that public service
and beyond will continue to operate in unknown
circumstances, particularly around when we might
return to face-to-face interactions. However, the team’s
transition online means that we can still operate
well, make plans, and develop new offers virtually to
meet the ongoing need for different ways to work, be
together and make sense of the uncertainty around us
all. Some offers, which are free and open to all, we have
developed are:
Collective Leadership for Renewal Programme
(14 September – 13 November) - inviting colleagues
to participate in a series of hosted leadership
conversations and practices that will create time,
safe space and opportunity for deep reflection and
learning with others to take wiser actions into the
next phase of uncertainty around COVID and other
societal changes.
Sparkfest (6 & 7 October) - Building from the highly
successful Fire Starter Festival this year, this twoday event will look “behind the scenes” at what it
takes to design and host events that spark creative
and brave action in public service.

6

Leadership and Facilitation Programme (17 – 20
November and Spring 2021) - with ongoing COVID
restrictions, some aspects of this programme will
be offered online, with a hope that we can offer
a full residential programme in spring 2021. The
programme is aimed at leaders and facilitators who
recognise the need to challenge their own and the
public service system’s paradigms, assumptions
and influence to help create the conditions for their
organisations, teams and groups to more effectively
deliver the kind of leadership which acts collectively
to enable improved outcomes for people and
communities through learning and acting together.
Hosting Good Conversations moves online - our
plans are to redevelop and open the programme to
a cohort on a core modular basis towards the end
of 2020. The online modules will be supplemented
with new resources available to everyone on
our website and to introduce additional, optional
modules open to all and hosted by a wider range of
our skilled facilitators.
Research - in the last few months, the Collective
Leadership for Scotland team have spent more time
planning how we can better explore and document
what we are learning. The team is continuing to
increase partnership working with researchers,
academics and practitioners in mutually beneficial
ways.

7
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Over the past sixteen months, Collective Leadership for
Scotland have worked with 6,215 participants from public
services, including civil service, emergency services and
education. This page provides an overview of where we
have worked over the 16-month period, and with whom. You
can find further details about this work in the main report.



1. Numbers of participants across programmes between
April 2019 and July 2020 saw Collective Leadership’s
biggest growth in number of participants since the
implementation of Collective Leadership

Workstream

Number of leaders/ participants
(April 2019 – July 2020)

Working intensively
and directly with sites

330 (80 leaders directly, 250
leaders more widely)

Fire Starter Festival

3,750

Learning events and
workshops

2,135

Total

6,215



2. The work of Collective Leadership for Scotland (CLfS)
also extended geographically. While the core CLfS
team are located in the central belt of Scotland,
the team have run sessions, workshops and events
in locations from Cardiff to Orkney, engaging with
leaders in these different sectors. This has included
groups travelling internationally to attend sessions
– for instance, running a workshop in Newry for
public service leaders across Northern Ireland.
Moving events online due to the COVID pandemic
has also meant that this has extended even further
within virtual spaces, engaging with leaders from
April 2020 to July 2020, from 56 countries.

Concluding Reflections
The Team

Figure 1 – Table of attendees April 2019 – July 2020

Figure 2 – Map of locations of face-toface events (created on Piktochart 2020)
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3. The chart below shows attendance at learning
events and workshops from April 2019 – July
2020. We have particularly highlighted education
as separate due to work around Creative Bravery
that you can read about in the main report.
Numbers of attendees are indicated in brackets.

1. Building our Capacity
for Collective
Leadership
2. Sparking Creativity
and Innovation
3. Growing our Ability
to Work in Complex
Systems
4. Working out Loud
and Sharing our Story
Civil Service [639]
Public Sector [1034]
Third-Sector [269]
Education [147]
Self-employed [46]

5. Connecting the
System to More of
Itself: The Future
Concluding Reflections
The Team
Figure 3 – Learning Events and Workshops - Attendees
April 2019 - July 2020
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Working in connected and reflective ways is at the heart
of Collective Leadership for Scotland. It seemed fitting
therefore to begin the report with some reflections from
partners and participants from the past sixteen months:

“The focus on Leadership as Service had changed my
way of thinking and prepared me really well for this
[COVID] situation. I approached the task from a different
standpoint. Rather than thinking I had to have all the
answers, I was able to support my team in allowing them
to develop these together. I was more able to take a
longer perspective, and to appreciate the contribution
everyone had to make. I am certain that I had a more
motivated team who delivered a better overall response
as a result.”
Chief Executive
“It has determined my workstream for the project for the
next month. Excited about this. Also excited about the
fact I will be trying out ideas I really wouldn’t have gone
with personally, for the project; it’s totally community led
project development.”
Fire Starter Festival participant
“The role of the facilitators has been absolutely crucial.
It’s the thing that makes the difference even though it isn’t
necessarily seen.”
Tackling Sectarianism group member

“When things are full on, and you’re focusing on keeping
things running, and ensuring that colleagues are well, and
dealing with crisis, and that’s before all the things outside
of work, it’s easy to forget yourself. I’d been feeling really
burnt out, but at the same time, that there wasn’t time to
be burnt out so it was a vicious cycle. I nearly didn’t come
to the session, but I’m so glad I did. It gave me the space
to reflect, and to re-align and re-envision what I needed
to do to get to where I needed to be. I came away feeling
more positive and just lighter. It was this that made me
pay attention to looking after myself, and that I matter too,
and that me having this sort of space and reflection isn’t a
waste of time but it’s fundamental to continuing to deliver
good services.”
Public Service Leader
“A big theme for me was being vulnerable and willing
to take risks - I was able to bring that attitude into a
key meeting on Monday and it paid huge dividends! I’m
also going to use some of the learning to support a very
difficult office review.”
Hosting Good Conversations participant
“It really gets you thinking about parallels and other ways
to approach the challenges we have in the public sector.”
Fire Starter Festival participant

10
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Welcome to the second Collective Leadership for Scotland
progress report. Since our last report, issued in March 2019,
we have continued to develop our approach and learn from
the many engagements and interactions that we have had
with colleagues and participants across public services.

Collective Leadership for Scotland provides tailored
support, in the places where people are working as well as
programmes, workshops and other events for individuals
and organisations who face many of these complex issues
head on.

Over the last sixteen months the work of Collective
Leadership for Scotland has grown, reaching over 6,000
participants over that time. Throughout this time, the aim
of Collective Leadership for Scotland has been to draw
colleagues and leaders across public services to work on
complex, systematic issues, together. Working on these
complex issues together is recognised as being important
and how this is done also matters. The impetus for joined
up ways of working had been around for a number of
years with the introduction of national outcomes through
the National Performance Framework in 2007 which was
then refreshed again in 2019, the recommendations of the
Christie Commission (2011) and the Scottish Government
response (2011) which both recognised the need to work
collectively.

In May and June 2019, the Collective Leadership for
Scotland Strategy was developed, illustrating a clear
context and purpose for our work, aligned with the National
Outcomes for Scotland. This strategy focuses on:

Now, as we find ourselves working in different spaces
and with changing priorities as a result of the pandemic,
connection and supporting each other becomes more
important than ever. How we all work and lead requires new
approaches to harness the skills and capacity to address the
complex issues society faces.

Building our Capacity for Collective Leadership
Growing our Ability to Work in Complex Systems
Sparking Creativity and Innovation
Working out Loud and Sharing our Story
Connecting the System to More of Itself
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Much of our work contributes to a number of these strands
in our strategy but for the purposes of this document, we will
showcase one or two of our achievements under each.
Before we do that, however, we feel it is important to
mention how we work as a team.
The small Collective Leadership for Scotland team works
to develop leadership practice around complex issues,
recognising the critical importance of working collectively
in pursuit of complex outcomes. The work attaches a lot
of importance to the close alignment of our own working
practices with the Collective Leadership that we seek to
develop.
Over time, understanding of what Collective Leadership
means has been refined to the following five components:
Practices that support self-reflection – pausing,
journaling
Understanding complexity – systems leadership,
wicked issues
Curiosity and inquiring stance
Relational – listening, asking “good” questions, building
relationships, surfacing diversity
Comfortable with emergence – not knowing, taking
action in uncertainty.
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The team operates as a collective with partners from
organisations across public services, so we make a point of
engaging with partners and our wider Collective Leadership
community on an ongoing basis. We aim to model Collective
Leadership as much as possible in our interactions with
colleagues and to embed Collective Leadership in internal
structures within the team. One example of this is an
adaptation to the appraisal process to incorporate an in
depth team feedback session.
The Collective Leadership for Scotland team is based
within the Local Government and Communities Directorate
in Scottish Government. Our annual Staffing Budget for
2019/20 was £414k and our annual Programme Budget
was £112k. We operate in close partnership with colleagues
across many sectors in public services and have a Strategic
Steering Group which meets three times a year with the
following purpose:
Offering advice and capacity to develop and implement
our strategy
Identifying opportunities for connectivity and synergy
across sectors and organisations
Working together on the strategic positioning of our
work
Identifying opportunities to connect well with the SLF
To regularly review progress with all strands of the
strategy.
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To work across complex systems requires engaging directly
with organisations, groups and individuals. This includes
supporting their ability to inquire into and make changes,
be these at the level of personal, group (team/organisation),
or/and system (complex issues) leadership. Collective
Leadership emerges from focusing on all three of these.
Our intensive work with groups has included issues such
as tackling sectarianism, Getting It Right For Every Child,
domestic violence and place-based work in North West
Highlands and Leven. We have also further developed
strategic partnerships, including the Whole Systems
Collaborative for Public Health, multi-partner Strategic
Leadership Command work with the Emergency Services,
work on social change and development work arising
from the Hard Edges Report on Severe and Multiple
Disadvantage. We have also developed and delivered offers
for particular groups of public servants such as our series of
Collective Leadership Masterclasses and practice sessions
with Allison Trimble from the Kings Fund, to around 200
Scottish Government participants.

Across Sites Facilitation on Collective Leadership
Issues
Working directly with leaders on issues of critical importance
to them is at the core of Collective Leadership for Scotland’s
work. Between March 2019 and March 2020 for instance,
we worked intensively with 80 leaders, and engaged
directly but more widely with 250 leaders.
Our intensive work involves supporting each group or
“site” with a pair of experienced, skilled facilitators drawn
from across public service themselves. In this section we
showcase one major area of work – tackling sectarianism.
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Case Study: Tackling Sectarianism
Collective Leadership for Scotland’s work around tackling
sectarianism has been ongoing for some time now and
involves a group of leaders from policy making, academia,
faith groups, mediators, third sector, charity and statutory
organisations. The group focused upon a central question;
“How can Scotland be a more peaceful, tolerant and
neighbourly nation?”
Two facilitators have supported the group to look at the
interconnected nature of complex systems; the different
factors that affect this; and the underlying issues that are not
always visible on the surface. So, instead of asking “What is
happening?”, the focus is to the questions like “Why is this
happening?”, “What lies beneath this issue?”, re-framing the
starting question of “why is fear and hate such a thriving
issue?”
The group discussed how adopting a systems approach
takes persistence and curiosity and might be helped by
asking questions such as: What are the influences on that
person or group? What might another perspective be on
this? What forces in the system are pushing people toward
one thing or another?
The first year was spent working together to bring all of the
insights and knowledge together from within the group and
beyond from others in the larger system, collectively sensemaking and challenging what it “knew” and experienced
about the causes of sectarianism.
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The group then wanted to create space to tell their story
of the struggle of coming together to collectively make
sense of the messiness of sectarianism through deepening
understanding, knowledge, perspectives and to talk about
what it’s like to work together and what impact this has had
on the group. For example, one participant said:

“For those of us working in big bureaucratic hierarchies,
having this space to reflect, share, learn and build trust is
remarkable.”
The group developed an event as part of the Fire Starter
Festival 2020, to create a space in a considerate and
constructive way to tell their story of coming together
collectively to make sense of the messiness involved in
tackling sectarianism, through deepening understanding,
knowledge, and perspectives. It was an intentionally public
event (see picture), open to all, to talk out loud about what
it takes to change a system, and to explore the question of
“Is it possible to have a conversation about polarising issues
in a respectful and inquiring way and what enables this?”
Some comments from the group about the process were:

“You’re in hierarchies where you can’t say what you really
think, or you realise that you don’t understand the whole
issue and can learn from others... I value the opportunity to
vent frustration here because it’s a frustrating issue. It’s a
more complex issue than people think. They say we should
just close schools or football teams or that it’s an education
issue when there’s loads going on in education already.”

14

“This isn’t an alternative to taking action; it’s about taking
better actions. I go back (to my work) with more voices
and knowledge in my head to help me in my actions…
because there’s not one single action that will work.
There’s a whole load of single things that need to be done,
just not by themselves.” (reflection from the event from a
member of the group)
“The role of the facilitators has been absolutely crucial.
It’s the thing that makes the difference even though it isn’t
necessarily seen. I need to say to X that this is the thing
that makes the difference.”
The conversations that were ignited after the event finished
were most interesting. Participants at the event, who before
swore they would not talk to an opposing side decided to
break the divide and organised meetings that previously
wouldn’t have been thought possible.
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Building Capacity to Facilitate Collective
Leadership Groups
Leading collectively can be challenging because the pull
towards working in old ways and through power hierarchies
is so strong. It requires skilled facilitative support such as
the tackling sectarian group had. Collective Leadership
Facilitators are trained individuals, who support and hold
open space for difficult conversations. They work with
groups of leaders on ‘sites’ (groups working on challenges
affecting a particular locale or geographical area), and
across themes and organisations and topics that approach
the practice group within Collective Leadership for Scotland.
To deliver this support, Collective Leadership for Scotland
offers a highly regarded four-day facilitation programme,
which is often seen by participants as “life-changing” and
“world-class”.

“I am already aware that I gained a massive amount from
it [the programme]. I’m also sure that it is only the tip of
the iceberg as I reflect further and incorporate the insights
I gained into my practice and learn from doing this. I am
conscious that the programme has the power to be really
transformational professionally and personally and am
keen to ensure that it is.”

15

From March to December 2019, an additional 26 people
completed this programme, strengthening their skills and
capacities to lead in a facilitative way, and/or facilitate
groups in the intense work around their collective
leadership issue. The emphasis of this programme is on the
relational, systemic and inquiring aspects of working with
groups in complexity and emergence.
It also focuses on facilitative and inquiring practice that
allows participants to develop their self-awareness, the
ability to suspend judgement, to embrace working in
uncertainty and unknowing and to surface and work
with diverse perspectives. In turn, this kind of facilitative
leadership capacity allow groups to build relationships
through deep listening and the confidence to learn together
through taking action and reflecting.
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Building Individual Capacity to Work Collectively
Collective leadership requires the capacity for self-reflection
and self-awareness, the ability to suspend judgement,
work in uncertainty and to build relationships. This also
involves working with diverse perspectives and paying
attention to the differences and tensions that can emerge
within complex issues. This can require time and facilitated
support. Collective Leadership Programmes have continued
to support the development of these capacities by providing
opportunities for facilitators and individuals to work on these
to appropriate depths depending on their role, experience
and needs. Examples of this and key outputs can be found
below.

Hosting Good Conversations Programme

In mid-2019, partners of Collective Leadership for Scotland
emphasised the need to provide training which covered
similar aspects of the facilitation programme but not in as
much depth to a wider group of people working across
public service. We formed a hosting team with a selection
of Collective Leadership’s Collaboration and Transformation
Partners who designed, developed and delivered a threeday programme where participants could focus on how they
contribute and create conditions for good conversations
(a key aspect of collective leadership). Since September
2019, 70 participants have attended one of four ‘Hosting
Good Conversation’ programmes. This is done through a
collaborative economic model, where a host organisation
offers resources to run the programme, such as a venue,
in return for up to half of the places for own or partner

16

organisations. The other half are open to anyone working
in public service. So far Collective Leadership for Scotland
have partnered with Fife Council, Perth & Kinross Council,
Public Health Scotland and the Scottish Fire & Rescue
Service and welcomed participants from a breadth of
organisations including local authorities, charities, health &
social care partnerships, social enterprise and many more.

“A big theme for me was being vulnerable and willing
to take risks - I was able to bring that attitude into a
key meeting on Monday and it paid huge dividends! I’m
also going to use some of the learning to support a very
difficult office review.”
“I’ve come back to work feeling like I can and should
approach others in a more human way - sometimes I find
the organisation very formal in its relationships and have
moved my own way of doing things to fit - but am now
much happier to challenge that and defend any choices
I make in how I work with colleagues - for me that’s the
biggest thing perhaps”
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Perseverance and Life Affirming Leadership
Programmes
Even before the current COVID crisis, leaders were
confronted with complex change in the internal and external
environment. In response to these increasing pressures, the
majority of which are beyond any individual’s control, good
leaders face both personal and organisational challenges.
As a result, they can feel exhausted, overwhelmed and, at
times, faced with a sense of meaninglessness.
In order to be effective in today’s increasingly complex and
uncertain world, there is a clear recognition that leaders
need a new set of skills.
The Collective Leadership for Scotland core team invited
Margaret Wheatley, a world-renowned leadership expert
and one of our thinking partners, to deliver a two-day
‘Perseverance’ learning event in October 2019, during which
over 130 leaders from across public service and beyond
explored what it takes to persevere in times like ours. Over
the course of two days, we worked on the skills needed to
stand our ground and keep leading with clarity.

17
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Building on this, the team then collaborated again with
Margaret to co-host a residential training programme
in March 2020 in the weeks preceding the COVID-19
lockdown. The programme ‘Life-affirming leadership:
Developing the skills of insight and compassion” provided
a learning and training opportunity to develop the skills to
lead with insight and compassion for a cohort of 30 system
leaders. Here are some participant’s reflections on it:

“The focus on Leadership as Service had changed my way
of thinking and prepared me really well for this [COVID]
situation. I approached the task from a different stand
point. Rather than thinking I had to have all the answers,
I was able to support my team in allowing them to
develop these together. I was more able to take a longer
perspective, and to appreciate the contribution everyone
had to make. I am certain that I had a more motivated
team who delivered a better overall response as a result.”
Chief Executive
“I gained an understanding that being curious,
compassionate and willing to ‘have a go’, or more
importantly allow others to have a go, is vitally important
to overall success… This has been the single most
significant training I have engaged on in 20 years... I
genuinely wish I had been exposed to the principles
many years ago and would advocate them to colleagues,
especially those working in a multi-agency or cross-sector
environment.”
Police Scotland
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Fire Starter Festival
The Fire Starter Festival, is a three week cornucopia of
stimulating, vibrant events relating to public services. It
started as a one week festival, mainly in the central belt
of Scotland and has grown and spread over five years to
become a three week festival across Scotland, Wales and
Ireland. The festival is renowned for pushing boundaries,
asking questions, testing out ideas, sharing work in
progress, rather than being a place where you will find one
answer or ‘best practice’. In 2020, the festival was more
popular than ever in terms of the numbers of events and
participants with 110 events and 3,750 participants. The
graphs opposite illustrate the growth of the festival over
recent years.

Number of Fire Starter Festival events
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Figures 4 & 5 showing growth in number of Fire Starter
events (figure 4), and in attendees (5) 2017-2020

2020
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In 2020, the festival’s inquiry question was “Can more
involvement of creative art practices such as theatre, music,
poetry, visual arts be catalysts for igniting the imagination
and developing new ways of working, tackling systemic
issues and delivering public services?”
By introducing creative practices during the festival, people
are encouraged to experience what it means to operate
differently, to experiment and become more aware of the
dynamics of change. It is our human capacity to imagine,
collaborate, make new connections, engage in meaningful
conversations that allows trust to be built and ideas to
flourish.
Many of the event hosts embraced this theme and we
developed a number of new relationships and connections
with national public arts services as a result e.g. National
Poetry Library and National Museums and Galleries as well
as prominent thinkers and speakers in arts and creativity
e.g. Producer Suzy Glass and Jocelyn Cunningham from
Lancaster Arts. More government policy teams engaged
with the festival this year. Examples of this were sharing
how after school child care policy had been created through
the engagement of a Forum Theatre company, and new
collaborations demonstrated how Liberating Structures
could open up new possibilities.

Participants, hosts and attendees at the festival commented
on the commitment, confidence and challenged thinking
that the events had facilitated.

“It has determined my workstream for the project for the
next month. Excited about this. Also excited about the
fact I will be trying out ideas I really wouldn’t have gone
with personally, for the project; it’s totally community led
project development.”
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“Refreshed my courage and confidence to push on with
my projects - and re-energised me to continue to influence
my colleagues about the power of creative challenge.”

1. Building our Capacity
for Collective
Leadership

“I feel it was a great learning experience. It has helped
boost my confidence in taking a facilitation role and
organising my own events. I am also pleased about the
number of people who have contacted me with an interest
in the event and am looking forward to continuing these
relationships and seeing where it might lead.”

2. S
 parking Creativity
and Innovation

“I left with a strong sense of energy and commitment to try
out more creative and disruptive approaches in my work.”

Introduction
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Fire Starter Festival Sparks Creative Bravery
Festival
A group of educators (cross sectors), parents and designers,
hosted an event during the Fire Starter Festival in January
2020 on the future of education. With the onset of the
COVID crisis, they started to meet regularly again online
with our Fire Starter Festival team to make sense of what
is happening and what opportunities there are for young
people’s learning now and in the future. As members of this
group are situated in schools, colleges and universities, as
well as parents themselves and working with a range of
employers, they have been gathering insights to understand
a systems view of what is happening around learning,
mental health and integrating home life and employment
for families, particularly those in the most challenging
circumstances.
A theme of creative bravery emerged and when the Scottish
Learning Festival was cancelled this year, the group spotted
an opportunity to work with Education Scotland to replace
it with a Creative Bravery Festival. This festival will bring
together experiences and holding space for conversation
about some of the pressing issues and creative thoughts
surrounding education. The festival has been co-produced
with over 100 contacts from around the world and offers
great learning for how to develop the Fire Starter Festival
going forward. The Creative Bravery Festival will run from
21 to 25 September 2020 and, at the time of writing, had
around 90 self-organised events and 2,000 registered
participants.
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While working with complexity is a theme familiar to
Collective Leadership for Scotland, the restrictions due to
COVID-19 meant re-adjusting ways of working for everyone
including our team. Working in person had previously been
central to programmes and events and created a space for
moving and adjusting experiences online.
Our experiences such as involvement with the online
u.lab community meant that this transition was adapted
too quickly. However, the wider context of the pandemic
meant that for partners and those involved across public
services, there was an increase in workloads, hours and
an intensified pace of working. Through conversations
with public service partners it became clear that feelings
of exhaustion and overwhelm were rife. The challenge for
Collective Leadership for Scotland therefore became how
best programmes and approaches might support people.

This led to the rapid development of the “One Thing at a
Time” (OTAAT) programme of themed weeks, offered online
as a framework for learning available at different levels of
depth, to opt in to as time and opportunity permitted. The
intention of this was to provide a gentle framework that
would cover four themes that provided spaces for individual
reflection and stillness: Three Horizons methodology, Action
Inquiry, Cultivating a Stable Mind and Leading in Unknowing.
This involved working collaboratively with a number of key
partners including Graham Leicester, International Futures
Forum, Cathy Sharp, Research for Real and Martin KalunguBanda of the Presencing Institute. A number of supportive
practices including hosted sessions and shared resources on
listening, dialogue walks, guided journaling, mindfulness and
creative practices accompanied this.
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‘One Thing At A Time’ ran for eight weeks from April to June
2020 and in that time, attracted almost 1,000 sign ups over
26 sessions and over 7,300 visits to our website from 56
countries.
Feedback from the events suggest that they offered people
ways of re-aligning focus, self-care and feeling part of a
supportive community that they could take back into their
own lives and communities. For example:

“When things are full on, and you’re focusing on keeping
things running, and ensuring that colleagues are well, and
dealing with crisis, and that’s before all the things outside
of work, it’s easy to forget yourself. I’d been feeling really
burnt out, but at the same time, that there wasn’t time to
be burnt out so it was a vicious cycle. I nearly didn’t come
to the session, but I’m so glad I did. It gave me the space
to reflect, and to re-align and re-envision what I needed
to do to get to where I needed to be. I came away feeling
more positive and just lighter. It was this that made me
pay attention to looking after myself, and that I matter too,
and that me having this sort of space and reflection isn’t a
waste of time but it’s fundamental to continuing to deliver
good services.”
Public Service Leader

Learning About our Participants
Over the past year, the team has focused more upon
learning more about participants and audiences, specifically
who is being included, and who is being overlooked.
This has started to reveal data around key characteristics
of diversity, and of professional roles in order to widen
our community. We recorded online engagement from
organisations across 56 countries since beginning our
online offers in April 2020. This represents the international
reach and interest in our work and online offerings. Scotland
is being recognised as a beacon of collective leadership by
many across the world.
Members of the Collective Leadership for Scotland team
have redesigned the website, and we now have a wealth of
resources and publications available. Data have also been
gathered on how participants hear about events and visit
the website, with 80% of people accessing the Collective
Leadership for Scotland website through a search engine
like Ecosia or Google, and through twitter. This allows us
to orientate our focus around promoting events to these
spaces, as well as encouraging us to reassess gaps in which
we can prototype different approaches. The team plans to
evaluate this again at six-monthly intervals.
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There is often an impetus within the systems that we work
to evidence impact and tangible outputs. While quantitative
measures can do some of this well, they do not always
capture the processes and relationships that are so
important to the work that we do. The Collective Leadership
for Scotland team has explored ways of developing,
evidencing and evaluating work, using qualitative methods
like storytelling, and grounding methodologies like action
inquiry. These have shaped practices, as well as enabling
a contribution to wider academic and practice literature,
influencing wider understandings and theories. Some
examples of this are included below:

Methods: Using Stories
Storytelling has been used organisationally in bodies
such as the World Bank, to explain and catalyse support
for certain management programmes. Stories show how
things are connected, and provide opportunities to see
things through different lenses and perspectives, bypassing
defence mechanisms, deepening understandings of the
organisation and world. Understanding how change does, or
does not, happen, is critical to policy making and evaluation.
Using stories as research (as policymakers, researchers and
analysts) appeals to all kinds of learners; visual, auditory,
kinaesthetic, helping us to make connections to what is
being told, and connecting us into the web of relations and
connections.

Ways of gathering stories over the past year have involved
structured organisational creative writing workshops,
individual narrative and timeline interviews, group
conversations, and individual and collective reflections.
They create a powerful perspective, that presents honestly,
and bravely, the experiences, challenges and journeys of
those working in difficult systems. You can read some of
these stories via the Collective Leadership Storybook online
here.

Methods: Action Inquiry
Over the past few years, action inquiry has been a core
methodology in Collective Leadership for Scotland’s
work. Action inquiry offers a theory of practice that guides
Collective Leadership for Scotland’s approach, rather than
being used as a way of gathering data and evidence. It
encourages greater awareness and capacity for both selfreflection and group reflection, promoting space to inquire
about individual impact on others and on what it is that we
(as individuals and groups) are trying to achieve. It sees
action as a way of inquiring and inquiry as a way of acting.
Action inquiry has remained particularly valuable online,
continuing to encourage and assist connecting others.
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Work in Practice: Co-inquiry Group
In addition to the events of One Thing At A Time, a general
invitation went out on the Collective Leadership for Scotland
website to co-inquire into what was happening at that time
and create a space that made it easier to become aware of
the question(s) that felt particularly important.
This would mean slowing down, distilling the individual’s
own thoughts and noticing what was drawing their attention
and sharing with co-inquirers. Eighteen people joined one
of three co-inquiry groups of six people, each meeting three
times over a month and came together for a final session
of the whole group to reflect overall on the experience and
share learning.
Co-inquiry group members helped each other by offering
their ideas and perspectives when asked. The work of
the group helped them to notice themes, connections
and differences across group member’s individual
questions. Group reflection on aspects of the process
helped individuals to make progress on their individual
questions and what could be done differently to improve
both individual and group learning. They noticed that these
things helped:
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Significant value in listening to one’s instinct around the
question - the words chosen in it, and also the instinct
that there may be another question beneath the first
question
The quality of the presence of people listening,
irrespective of what questions are asked, can help the
speaker to see things anew
Noticing that how each person may have started
from somewhere completely different in terms of the
question/context they’re bringing, that there were
shared themes around sense of purpose and desire for
good in the world
Helpful to make collective decisions around the process
of the co-inquiry discussion, and notice how these
decisions positively impacted in the experience
Discussion around contracting and safety within the
group, as well as shared understanding of the space
appeared to help bring things to a deep level quickly.
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5. Connecting the System to More
of Itself: The Future
As we, as a Collective Leadership for Scotland team, look
now to 2021, it is clear that we will continue to operate in
unknowing, particularly around when we might return to
face-to-face events. However, our transition online means
that we can still operate well, make plans, and develop
new offers virtually. An increase in our audience reach also
highlights the value of keeping these spaces open. Building
upon the successes of One Thing at a Time, and of having
conversations in well-facilitated online spaces, we are
excited to share some of our future plans and events.

2. Sparkfest (6 & 7 October)

2. Sparking Creativity
and Innovation

1. Collective Leadership for Renewal Programme
(14 September – 13 November)

3. Growing our Ability
to Work in Complex
Systems

It seems clear that the breadth and scale of impact of COVID
warrants the time to stop and reflect together on what we
have learned, challenging ourselves to consider the really
important aspects that would feel wrong to ignore for the
generations ahead. Collective Leadership for Renewal
is therefore our offer into this space, inviting colleagues
to participate in a series of conversations and practices
that will create time, safe space and opportunity for deep
reflection and learning with others, allowing to emerge
together the most important elements of our learning
from COVID that we wish to take into our wider work and
lives. The Programme will include hosted Leadership
Conversations, BaseCamp Groups, Guided Journaling,
Meditation and Creative and Experimental Practice
workshops, alongside an ongoing focus on images for
Renewal.

With ongoing COVID restrictions, some aspects of our
intensive residential Leadership and Facilitation Programme
will be offered online from 17 -20 November 2020, with a
hope that we can offer a full residential programme in spring
2021. The programme is aimed at leaders and facilitators
who have an interest in cultivating greater insight in the use
of self within the group experience, creating the conditions
for groups to learn and take better action together.
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Building from the highly successful Fire Starter Festival this
year (which saw 3,750 participants across 110 events and a
deepening of practices around self-organisation) we will be
Sparking off Fire Starter with a two-day Sparkfest event on
6 and 7 October 2020. You can find out more here: https://
firestarterfestival.com/sparkfest-2020/

3. Leadership and Facilitation Programme
(17 – 20 November and spring 2021)
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4. Hosting Good Conversations Moves Online

5. Deepening Our Research Practice

Being a new programme, the hosting team was at a review
point with the Hosting Good Conversations programme
just as lockdown happened and so now is timely to look
not only at what we are offering but how we might offer
it. The review highlighted things that worked well (e.g.
mixing organisations within cohorts, attention to trust,
keeping cohorts small), and aspects we wanted to review
or introduce (e.g.- identifying key and supporting concepts,
materials that can be used within modules, planning of
online interface).

In the last few months, the Collective Leadership for
Scotland team have spent more time planning how we can
better explore and document what we are learning. The
output from this has been a research programme, that will
help us (as a team) to:

Our plans are to redevelop and open the programme
to a cohort on a core modular basis towards the end of
2020. The online modules will be supplemented with new
resources available to everyone on our website. If this goes
well, we will begin to introduce additional, optional modules
open to all and hosted by a wider range of our skilled
facilitators.

embed reflection, sharing learning and research more
deeply and consistently in our work
learn more about our community to serve them more
effectively
share and evidence what is being done, what we are
learning and why it is important
shape and stretch the work of Collective Leadership
for Scotland; what can we learn from others? What can
we use? What do we (as a team/individually) contribute
to the wider practice and narrative on collective
leadership?
To continue to explore and support the foundations of our
work, the team is continuing to increase partnership working
with researchers, academics and practitioners in mutually
beneficial ways.
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Examples of this practice are evidenced through:
Kristy Docherty is nearing the end of her PhD on
rethinking collaboration as collective leadership
in which she interviewed a number of participants
and facilitators involved in Collective Leadership for
Scotland and beyond, and reviewed the literature on
collective and public leadership.
Collective Leadership for Scotland was also approached
by Joe Raelin, Chair of Practice-Oriented Education at
Northeastern University, Boston who was interested
in our work. Currently, the team is exploring what the
Collective Leadership and Leadership-as-Practice
communities can learn from each other that can help
consolidate and stretch our practice.
This year the team has deepened work with Otto
Scharmer and the Presencing Institute through
involvement in their new research initiative to support
the emerging eco-system of awareness-based systems
change researchers and practitioners. You can read
more about research and the Presencing Institute here:
https://www.presencing.org/research
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Members of the Collective Leadership for Scotland team
have also contributed to and led on academic journal
articles, book chapters and case studies. Some of these can
be found on the resources page here, and we look forward
to sharing others with you via the website, in due course.
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There is much to celebrate and to look forward to, just as
there is also much that we have learnt over this past sixteen
months. We wanted to finish by setting out our key areas of
learning that continue to guide our work as a team, and how
we develop and improve our offers.
Working and leading in complex systems means
that we can never fully know what the impact of an
intervention in one part of the system will be on other
parts, or where we can find a new connection. This
area is of ongoing interest, as we set out in 2018
with the publication of New Territories for Evaluation,
and continue to explore through ongoing work with
‘Research for Real’ and others. We also now realise that
there is a high level of interest and demand for our work
to support the development of Collective Leadership
and that this can take many different forms. We are
keen to be responsive to the interest and demand being
shown and to continue to evolve and grow our work to
meet emerging needs.
Our experiences of working in the times of COVID has
opened up new learning for us in terms of offering
meaningful, relational work online. We continue to
learn from this experience and to explore different
elements of practice that lend themselves well to an
online learning environment without diminishing the
relational experience. This experience has also been
a stark illustration of the desperate need for Collective
Leadership and the practices it entails and we will
continue to explore different ways to respond to this.

The enormous potential of our wider Collective
Leadership community is very clear to us and we are
alive to the opportunities that lie ahead to continue
to work with our much valued partners to respond to
continue to build capacity for Collective Leadership in
many different ways, recognising the different needs
and stage of development of different organisations and
sectors.

If you want to find out more about our work,
you can do so here:
https://collectiveleadershipscotland.com/
Follow us on Twitter @CollectiveScot and
@FireStarterFest.
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Janet Whitley

Karen Lawson

Janet is the Collective Leadership for
Scotland Team Lead. She leads on the
strategic development for Collective
Leadership for Scotland, making
connections across organisations
and sectors, developing partnership
arrangements and engaging with
organisations and individuals with an
interest in the Collective Leadership for
Scotland work. Janet also hosts workshops
and development activity on Collective
Leadership and leads our work with
the Collective Leadership for Scotland
Strategic Steering Group and an extended
team of collaborative partners across
public service organisations.

Karen Lawson’s background is in social
work, working with children and families,
with a focus on play. This was followed
by 18 years working as senior lecturer in
social work, and teacher fellow in further
education, focusing on experiential and
playful approaches to learning. In her role
as national education advisor she created
and curated the Emporium of Dangerous
Ideas, a national education festival
aimed at shifting the axis in education.
She started working for the Scottish
Government in 2015 with a role to develop
collaborative and innovation approaches
to public service transformation. She is the
producer of the Fire Starter Festival and
Sparkfest and is interested in how arts,
creativity and play can stimulate our ability
to re-imagine the future. She co-designed
and co-facilitates the residential facilitation
programme aimed at enhancing facilitators’
abilities to work relationally and ‘below the
surface’ when working with complexity.

Janet joined the Scottish Government
in 2010, having previously worked in
Universities, and has had various roles
since then, supporting transformation
across public services.
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Dot McLaughlin

Keira Oliver

Dot McLaughlin’s background is in social
work, working with young people in and
moving through care and managing
hospital and community-based services
for people with learning disabilities.
She moved from managing social work
professional education to more general
organisational development. She worked
for the Improvement Service for 10
years as Organisational Development
Programme Manager before taking up a
secondment with the Scottish Government
as Programme Manager for Collective
Leadership. She has a particular interest
in how we all contribute to change in
complex systems and the models of
leadership which help to positively impact
on intractable social issues. She is a skilled
facilitator working directly with groups
of collective leaders to tackle complex
issues in real time. She has always had a
keen interest in theory but is particularly
interested in focusing on how theory
informs leadership as practice. She uses
action inquiry as a key methodology to
ensure that learning and practice inform
each other. She has a passion for poetry.

Keira Oliver has always found herself
bringing people together to work on issues
of importance to them. She co-developed
and co-hosts our Hosting and Facilitating
Good Conversations programme and
facilitates groups working together on
complex issues. Over the last two years,
she has led on how we learn and evaluate
the work we are involved in and how we
have worked with our thinking partners
on life-affirming leadership and how we
tell our collective leadership stories. Since
2015, she was the community facilitator
for u.lab in Scotland and now hosts global
conversations with others supporting and
developing collective leadership capacities
within their own governance structures.
Keira joined the Scottish Government
in 2004 as a social researcher working
in organisational research and children
and young people research, and has
also worked as an internal consultant.
Previous to this, she worked in housing and
regeneration. She has a new and growing
interest in Permaculture as it applies to her
own life and work.
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Conor James
Conor James is the Team Administrator
for Collective leadership. Previously he
had worked in a variety of jobs mostly in
retail. He joined the Scottish Government
in October 2019. He has a passion for
history and politics and enjoys sports and
reading in his spare time. He graduated
from Glasgow University in 2014 in History
and Politics.

Verena Albrecht
Verena Albrecht is the team’s
Communications, Engagement and
Events Manager. Coming from a
communications background with
international work experience, she has
always been passionate about bringing
people together to work on issues of
importance. Previously, she has worked
in Donor Relations and Stewardship in
the UK as well as abroad, and graduated
from Edinburgh Napier University with a
Master’s Degree in Marketing with Festival
and Event Management.

